Sprinter fuse box diagram

Terminal 87 1 Terminal 87 3 , vehicles with a gasoline engine Terminal 87 3 , vehicles with a
diesel engine. Terminal 87 1 Terminal 87 3 1. Convenience lighting Motion detector Reading and
cargo compartment lamp courier vehicles Cargo compartment lighting. Fuel pump relay 5
Starter relay, terminal 15 1. Preglow relay Secondary air pump for vehicles with a gasoline
engine. Connection point on the base of the seat Pre-fuse box in the base of the seat 6.
Rear-compartment air-conditioning system Electrical heater booster PTC. Connection point on
the base of the seat Pre-fuse box at the base of the seat. Additional battery input Connection for
socket fuse on vehicles with additional battery. Electrical heater booster PTC Rear-compartment
air-conditioning system. Air-conditioning system coolingfan â€” cab without partition and
without rear-compartment air-conditioning system Air-conditioning system cooling fan â€” cab
with partition and reinforced without rear-compartment air-conditioning system Air-conditioning
system cooling fan â€” cab open vehicle model designation Electrical suction fan. Retarder not
in combination with battery cutoff relay Battery cutoff relay. Rear compartment air conditioning,
compressor clutch, disengagea-ble reverse warning device. Rear compartment heating blower
Sliding door closing assistance, left Electric sliding door, left. Electric sliding door, right Sliding
door closing assistance, right ENR level control control unit Compressor air suspension.
Multifunction camera with Highbeam Assist With a warning when leaving a lane. Body electrics
courier vehicles Rear-compartment air-conditioning system Roof ventilator Siren. SAM signal
acquisition and actuation module auxiliary battery reference voltage Starter relay, additional
battery Starter relay, left-hand drive 6. Electrical step relay 1, left Snow plow relay, low-beam
headlamps, right. Electrical step relay 2, left Snow plow relay, high-beam headlamps, left. Load
relief relay, terminal 15 2 Snow plow relay, high-beam headlamps, right. Reverse warning device
off relay Anti-theft protection with vehicle tracking relay. Years of production: When it comes to
elegant body styles and wheelbases, then Mercedes holds the peak place. Mercedes-Benz
Sprinter II has an optimal full-size van that has class apart body styles. Mercedes offers two
versions of a sprinter, i. It has almost 21 variations in the cargo van sector and 10 in the
passenger van segment. This model is among those vans, which offer a four-wheel-drive that
makes it quite adventurous and also apt for business purposes. The different variations are
equipped with slight upgrades that make them quite beneficial. In this model of a Sprinter, there
are two kinds of engines available. The availability of V-6 diesel engines makes it quite useful to
produce massive power and torque. Most of these are preferred for RV conversions as they can
tow almost pounds. The high payload capacity in this class makes it quite suitable for business
class automobiles. Apart from all of these, it is also equipped with some of the class-apart
safety features that help the driver in the best possible ways. The continuous upgrades in
technology make it relatively safe. It was equipped with a drive-away assist, active cruise
control with distance assist, downhill speed regulation, blind-spot assist, a revised
crosswind-assist system, a new windshield-wiper cleaning system, and many more. Apart from
all the specifications, some packages come with the sprinter. These are related to safety
systems. At that time if anyone is opting for this, then they should try to avail of these packages
without fail. It is an amalgamation of safety features as well as performance-oriented in its
segment. The popularity due to its payload capacity makes it a good van. The US market is quite
receptive to this model of the van from Mercedes- Benz. Fuse box is located in the footwell on
the left-hand side of the vehicle. To open: unlock quick-release fastener 1 and remove the cover.
To close: attach the bottom edge of the cover and fold upwards. The cover must engage. Lock
quick-release fastener 2. To open: move the front seat to the highest position. Press both
latching springs: down and remove the cover. Login Register. Fuse box on the outside of the
seat base To open: move the front seat to the highest position. Consumer Fuse rating 28 SRB
starter relay fuse and relay module 3, 6 Starter for electrical supply support using the additional
battery 25 A 29 Terminal 87 7 , gas system, vehicles with a natural gas engine NGT 2 7. Ford
Fiesta VI - : Fuse box. Volvo C30 I - : Fuse box. SRB starter relay fuse and relay module 3, 6
Starter for electrical supply support using the additional battery. Fuse box diagram fuse layout ,
location, and assignment of fuses and relays Mercedes-Benz Sprinter W CDI , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
, , , , , , , , , The fuses in your vehicle serve to close down faulty circuits. If a fuse blows, all the
components on the circuit and their functions stop operating. If a fuse has blown, the inside
element will be melted. Blown fuses must be replaced with fuses of the same rating, which you
can recognize by the color and value. The fuse ratings are listed in the fuse allocation chart. If a
newly inserted fuse also blows, have the cause traced and rectified at a qualified specialist
workshop, e. The fuses and relays for the standard equipment are located in the main fuse box
in the footwell on the left-hand side of the vehicle. The fuse box is located in the footwell on the
left-hand side of the vehicle. Pre-fuse box in the battery compartment in the footwell on the
left-hand side of the vehicle F Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to
function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and

security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any
cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used
specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are
termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. Notice Before changing a fuse, secure the vehicle against rolling
away and switch off all electrical consumers. Always disconnect the battery before servicing
high current fuses. Always replace faulty fuses with the specified new fuses having the correct
amperage. If you manipulate or bridge a faulty fuse or if you replace it with a fuse with a higher
amperage, the electric cables could be overloaded. This could result in a fire. There is a risk of
an accident and injury. Only use fuses that have been approved for Mercedes-Benz vehicles and
which have the correct fuse rating for the system concerned. Otherwise, components or
systems could be damaged. Main Page. This website uses cookies to improve your experience.
We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy Overview This
website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out
of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as
they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party
cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be
stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these
cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing
experience. Necessary Always Enabled. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Air-conditioning
system coolingfan - cab without partition and without rear-compartment air-conditioning
system. Air-conditioning system cooling fan - cab with partition and reinforced without
rear-compartment air-conditioning system. Additional battery input Connection for socket fuse
on vehicles with additional battery. Rear compartment air conditioning, compressor clutch,
disengageable reverse warning device. Ad vertisements. Here you will find fuse box diagrams of
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter , , , , , , , , , , , and , get information about the location of the fuse panels
inside the car, and learn about the assignment of each fuse fuse layout and relay. Pre-fuse box
in the battery compartment in the footwell on the left-hand side of the vehicle F How to check
the fuses? How to replace a blown fuse? Why do car fuses blow? Types of automotive fuses.
Table of Contents. Instrument Panel Fuse Box Main fuse box. Pre-fuse box. Relays in the seat
base of the left front seat. Learn more: How to check the fuses? We use cookies to ensure that
we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to use this site we will assume
that you are happy with it. Ok Privacy policy. Terminal 87 1 Terminal 87 3 , vehicles with a
gasoline engine Terminal 87 3 , vehicles with a diesel engine. Convenience lighting Motion
detector Reading and cargo compartment lamp courier vehicles Cargo compartment lighting.
Rear compartment air conditioning, compressor clutch, disengagea-ble reverse warning device.
Rear compartment heating blower Sliding door closing assistance, left Electric sliding door, left.
Electric sliding door, right Sliding door closing assistance, right ENR level control control unit
Compressor air suspension. Selective Catalytic Reduction heater 2 hose, vehicles with exhaust
gas aftertreatment, 6 cyl. Selective Catalytic Reduction heater 1 delivery pump, vehicles with
exhaust gas aftertreatment, 6 cyl. Multifunction camera with Highbeam Assist With a warning
when leaving a lane. Body electrics courier vehicles Rear-compartment air-conditioning system
Roof ventilator Siren. SAM signal acquisition and actuation module auxiliary battery reference
voltage Vehicles with auxiliary batt
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ery. Connection point on the base of the seat Pre-fuse box in the base of the seat Vehicles with
code XM0. Additional battery input Connection for socket fuse on vehicles with additional
battery. Air-conditioning system coolingfan - cab without partition and without
rear-compartment air-conditioning system Air-conditioning system cooling fan - cab with
partition and reinforced without rear-compartment air-conditioning system Air-conditioning
system cooling fan - cab open vehicle model designation Electrical suction fan. Retarder not in
combination with battery cutoff relay Battery cutoff relay. Starter relay, additional battery Starter
relay, left-hand drive Vehicles with code XM0. Electrical step relay 1, left Snow plow relay,
low-beam headlamps, right. Electrical step relay 2, left Snow plow relay, high-beam headlamps,
left. Load relief relay, terminal 15 2 Snow plow relay, high-beam headlamps, right. Reverse
warning device off relay Anti-theft protection with vehicle tracking relay.

